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Here we are
Stopping short of what was unspeakable
The fast descent
Made you light but made you forget

You're mine
And you will feel the same
You're restless in the fire I made
Before I knew you were the one
Just try
And you can fight to pull away
But you're in my line of fire and I know
The fall is better left alone.

Here we are
Stalking the lines that fly through escapable,
And what makes sense,
A thousand words you thought but never said

And what we find
Will never be the same,
And what we hide,
We'll never seek

Be quiet
And it will stay away
You'll rest here in the fire I made
Before I threw you on the wall
Just try to talk when you shake
And you will see, make no mistake
You're in my line of fire and I know
The same has all been said before.

There's nowhere left for us to run.
There's no more reasons to hide.
And both our worlds crashed down,
And we're both broken

But here we are
Here we are (x2)
Walking around like we are intelligent
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I can't resist
Your eyes stare until they're dead

When once we lied
And we never will again
And once you're mine
You never won't be

Again
And you will us one
I'll keep you from the fire I made
Before I made you my whole world(This is my resolve)
And you can have it all if you ask(You're in my line of
fire and I know)
That I, that I won't let you burn

Just say no
In my line of fire (x2)

When once we lied
And we never will again
And once you're mine
You never won't be

Again
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